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To believe that the governor can rescue people out, regardless of 
circumstances, is wrong. There is no guarantee for that.

- Per Andreassen, police lieutenant
Svalbard governor's office

'Longyearbyen at its best:' Modern 
tragedies, triumphs part of traditional 
tributes during Syttende Mai celebration
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To believe that the governor can rescue people out, regardless of 
circumstances, is wrong. There is no guarantee for that.

- Per Andreassen, police lieutenant
Svalbard governor's office

MAKSYM BOREIKO

Weather summary
Partly cloudy, with moderate winds 
and above-average temperatures 
ranging from 5C to 11C.

Full forecast page 3

Least-wanted list: How to avoid being one 
of "those" shippy summer tourists.

Page 7

Late update: 12 
apartments vacated 
again due to building, 
infrastructure damage.

icepeople.net

TORGEIR PRYTZ

Exactly one week – to the hour – after 
this newspaper was dealt an almost certainly 
fatal blow, it was resurrected.

Our demented editor (the fact he refers to 
himself in third-person plural should be 
sufficient proof of that), was at his usual table  
in Fruene (not so much lately, since 
"camping" isn't cool during peak tourist 
season) when Anne Lise Sandvik, who for 
years has been our pick for "Best Community 
Organizer" on the "Best of Svalbard" 

Visitors use, destroy grill at 
cabin; some owners wonder if 
security cameras are needed

The grill area of a cabin owned by Torgeir Prytz 
lies damaged after being used by visitors.

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

An unidentified Trondheim man won 13,58 
Twenty pe

See CLEANUP, page 9

See REALITY, page 4  Appalling artist Forgetting at five? Littering locals Chosen frozen
It's not just 
tourists trashing 
the town

Page 3

Local survivor 
says Utøya 
misunderstood 

Page 4

Did he choose 
wisely or 
poorly?

Page 2

But, hey, we're 
all talking about 
his works

Page 5
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Participants in one of two annual coastal cleanup cruises hosted by The Governor of Svalbard pick up a large fishnet and various other debris this month.

See SCREWUP, page 11

In six years the Arctic coasts 
they're cleaning will again be full 
of trash – is it worth the effort?
By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

The beach along the rocky inlet is strewn 
with so much and such diverse garbage it's 
reasonable to suspect it might have been the 
dumping ground for a fish camp. And some 
Russian graves at the top of the ridge might 
support that theory – if they weren't more than 
a century old.

Instead, the evidence suggests it was 
dumped during a six-year period by everyone 
from fishermen in the north Atlantic to families 
in London who don't recycle their soda cans.

The fishnets – massive ones weighing 
hundreds of kilograms and skinny ones that 
might be a short thread or a cleverly buried  
strand several meters long – are expected. As 
are the giant balls. Oh, the things now being 
done with those balls.

Pushing against the ocean
By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

Harsh reality check: I'm completely unqualified 
for a job where you have to wear a suit.

Imagine standing on maybe the northernmost 
beach in Svalbard, taking in the view. Because it's lit-
erally the only thing you're physically capable of.

It's impossible to move even a single step on the 
beach, much less pick up the vast amounts of trash 
nearby you're supposed to. Furthermore, the need for 
a pee break is getting pressing and, modesty aside, 
there's questions about the physical ability to shed 
outerwear to make such a normally routine event pos-
sible. An "L.A. crime reporter" busts the FBI for 

leaving behind a flip-flop on foreign soil.

KJERSTiN ASKHOLT / SYSSELMANNEN

I'm white trash
Piece police pick most pathetic 
paleface ever to pick up the pieces

Pushing against the ocean



Briefly

Cruising: Getting out of 
danger, but into 'death?'

Another cruise season is about to embark 
full speed ahead in Svalbard, but the smiles of 
those greeting passengers aren't being shared 
by a lot of industry executives these days.

They took a blow last month when Britain 
issued a warning telling travelers cruising here 
is too dangerous. That warning may be re-

Mainland town claims to be top 
per-person telethon giver, a title 
held by Longyearbyen for years

Who's to blame and how 
to express your wrath
Editor
Mark Sabbatini

Principal of principles
Kristan Hutchison

Psychiatrist
Irene Gallion

Accomplice
Jeff Newsom

Mailing address
Icepeople
Vei 210 -2- 13
Longyearbyen, Svalbard
9170
Norway

Telephone
Norway: +47 41 51 46 38
U.S. +1 (970) 673-4472

E-mail
marksabbatini@yahoo.com

Web site
www.icepeople.net

Icepeople is published weekly (or thereabouts) 
on Tuesdays (or thereabouts), with printed 
copies available free on a limited basis in 
Longyearbyen. Additional printed copies are 
available locally and by mail upon request. 
Charges are on an "at cost" basis.

Copyright stuff
Original contents of this publication can be 
reproduced for non-commercial purposes free 
of charge if Icepeople is credited as the 
source. The original writers, photographers 
and other contributors retain their rights to all 
published works.

Corrections policy
When we screw up you'll know about it – on 
the front page. One of the big complaints 
about newspapers is they tend to bury 
corrections and clarifications deep inside 
where few people who read the original article 
see them. If we need to fix something, an alert 
box on the front page will state what story is in 
error and where the full correction is printed.

Submitting material 
Letters, columns, photos and other material 
are welcome, but we can't offer pay for 
published items since nobody here is getting 
paid at the moment. Submissions in electronic 
form (text, Word documents, JPEGs, etc.) are 
highly preferred, although typing and/or 
scanning of items will be considered on a per-
case basis. We reserve the right to edit 
submissions for length, clarity, accuracy, libel 
and other reasons, but we will also make 
every reasonable effort to contact the author 
about any changes prior to publication.
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Cruising: Getting out of 
danger, but into 'death?'

Another cruise season is about to embark 
full speed ahead in Svalbard, but the smiles of 
those greeting passengers aren't being shared 
by a lot of industry executives these days.

They took a blow last month when Britain 
issued a warning telling travelers cruising here 
is too dangerous. That warning may be re-

Icesheet
Random bits of the week's weirdness:

Since this week is by far our trashiest issue 
ever, we figured we'd devote this rant to vari-
ous leftover dregs from the governor's cleanup 
cruise. While we were obsessed with giant 
balls early in the main cleanup cruise article, 
the part about the how participants played with 
them ended up limited to the extended internet 
version. In summary, it's unknown which of 
two teams on the second cruise won the ball 
game (in which,, duh, the unofficial trophy 
goes to the team with the most balls) as one 
team expressed skepticism about the other's 
count based on a coastal visit that may or may 
not have happened. But we're pretty sure the 
unofficial individual Big Balls award goes to 
Chris Borstad whose brass ones (OK, they're 
probably iron or steel, but bear with the pun) 
literally moved mountains. The Biggest Dip 
award goes to Visit Svalbard Director Ronny 
Brunvoll since he's the only person we have vi-
sual proof of when it comes to swimmers in the 
northernmost waters. But the biggest individu-
al winner of all had to be Jennie Olsson 

Qvist, who got to go on the cruise after re-
sponding almost immediately to a Facebook 
post by governor saying someone dropped 
out hours before departure. She was picked 
among four who responded during the next 90 
minutes and, about an hour later, she joined her 
mother who was already going on the cruise.

Greenpeace Canada’s Arctic Sunrise icebreaker will set 
sail from Atlantic Canada in early August, loaded down with 
27 solar panels to install on the Clyde River community hall.

tinyurl.com/zkf3wyq
Natanine said he’s hoping the project prompts community 

members to consider solar panels for their homes and raises 
awareness for other communities, and the GN, to pursue re-
newable energy projects.

Nunavut imports roughly 45 million litres of diesel fuel 
annually to produce electricity. According to the GN’s Ikum-
matiit website, Nunavut’s greenhouse gas emissions consist-
ed of 473,813 tonnes of Carbon dioxide equivalent in 2014, 
an increase of 14,941 from 2009.

Clyde River’s current mayor James Qillaq wrote Green-

Mainland town claims to be top 
per-person telethon giver, a title 
held by Longyearbyen for years

Got a serious hankering for ice water (seriously)

Get some real dirt on icepeople!
Our global headquarters available for rent during the March 20 eclipse! Sleeps three on actual 
furnishings (double bed and sofa), plus a few can squeeze in on the floor. Washing machine, turbo 
wi-fi and about a 5-10 minute walk to most places. Plus, you'll be helping provide our pitiful little 
newspaper with desperately needed funds. Contact marksabbatini@yahoo.com for details.

Or should we make it the blue balls award? 
We're sure the local tourism bureau leader will 
find our footage a useful when making pitches to 
visitors seeking a holiday on the beach. .

SYSSELMANNEN

PRIVATE

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE

DC COMICS
This brave superhero saved the day – or at least the effort of us changing the headline from last 
week's since it still works nicely. It seems the Big Wet One has been left high and dry in Svalbard 
and, using a brain only a cartoon character could possess, decides climbing up a frozen mountain 
is his only hope for survival. Of course he's right since otherwise they'd have to stop selling his 
comic books, but you can pretend to endure the suspense at tinyurl.com/glcj5km.

With that being the case, this means that Aquaman and 
Aqualad have to go high enough up the mountain to hit 
the year-round Snow Line, so if we’re going to be as 
charitable as possible and assume that this story takes 
place in the Norwegian archipelago of Svalbard — which 
has the lowest approximate Snow Line due to its arctic 
climate — that means that they have managed to climb 
at least 300 to 600 meters in under an hour through 
steep, rocky terrain. Considering that everyone speaks 
English, however, it might be safer to assume that 
they’re somewhere like the Alaskan Panhandle, in which 
case they’d be climbing three to five times higher.

Read More: Bizarro Back Issues: Aquaman's One Hour 

The Mac Hack
We impishly dissect, gleefully crush and sadistically drown 
Macintoshes. But since not many people are willing to pay 
for that, we also repair, upgrade, disinfect Macs, and offer 

spare cables, batteries and other parts – cheap!
Got a truly dead machine? Let us have "fun" with it!

(Seriously, the parts can help others and keep our prices low.) 
Call Mark at 4151 4638 or e-mail marksabbatini@yahoo.com



Dump chumps
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Weather forecast for Longyearbyen
Wednesday

Partly cloudy. NE winds to 25 
km/h. High 11C (9C wind chill), 
low 9C (6C wind chill).

24-hour daylight

Thursday
Cloudy. E winds to 35 km/h. 
High 10C (6C wind chill), low 
9C (6C wind chill).

24-hour daylight

Saturday
Partly cloudy. S winds to 25 
km/h. High 7C (4C wind chill), 
low 5C (2C wind chill).

24-hour daylight
Extended forecast: Sunday, p. cloudy, 7C (4C), 5C (2C), light 24:00h; Monday, p. cloudy, 9C (6C), 7C (5C), light 24:00h; Tuesday, 
p. cloudy, 7C (5C), 6C (5C), light 24:00h; Wednesday, cloudy, 7C (5C), 6C (4C), light 24:00h; 

Data provided by Storm.no

Friday
Partly cloudy. Variable winds to 
29 km/h. High 7C (3C wind 
chill), low 5C (2C wind chill).

24-hour daylight

HEADLINES STOLEN FROM

SVALBARDPOSTEN
VERDENS NORDLIGSTE AVIS

Coal prices rebound, but not 
enough for profitable mining 

Store Norske's final months of full-scale 
mining-related activities are both busy and 
more lucrative than expected as prices have 
risen from a low of $41 a ton earlier this year 
to about $60 a ton in mid-July. The company 
is scheduled to export nearly tons of coal this 
year, including 900,000 tons from Svea where 
mining operations are now on hold for up to 
three years in the hope prices recover suffi-
ciently. Elisabeth Larsen, the company's sales 
manager, aid prices would have to rise another 
$10 a ton in order to make operations sustain-
able. The company is scheduled to finish lay-
ing off all but about 100 of the 400 workers it 
once had by the end of the year.

Woman convicted of arson 
gets two years in prison

A 22-year-old woman convicted of arson 
in a row house on Vei 222, plus other drug 
and disturbance charges, has been sentenced 
to two years in prison by Nord-Troms District 
Court. The woman set a mattress on fire in a 
storage room on March 20 of last year, which 
was extinguished by another tenant before it 
spread far. She told the court she has a long 
history of substance abuse and has been drink-
ing since the age of 12, and unsuccessfully 
sought to have the charges dismissed due to 
psychological impairment. Prosecutors had 
sought a sentence of two-and-a-half years in 
prison for the woman, who was on probation 
for drunk driving and other charges.

Reindeer attacked by dog 
killed; owner facing fine

A reindeer attacked by a dog Tuesday 
evening in the valley just beyond Svalbard 
Scooterutleie was killed due to the extent of 
the animal's injuries, according to The Gover-
nor of Svalbard. "The dog had gotten loose 
when the owner was going into his car and got 
hold of the reindeer," said Police Chief Lt. 
Arve Johnsen. "The animal welfare comes 
first and the deer was so damaged that it 
would not have fared well." An investigation 
is now underway and the dog's owner is likely 
to face a fine for not keeping the dog under 
control. Johnsen said he has seen five such in-
cidents this year.

It's not just tourists littering cabin 
areas near town; complaint to 
be filed about debris in Todalen

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

Svalbard's coastlines and seas are getting 
increasingly trashed from afar, but it appears 
some local residents are doing their part to 
"contribute" to the growing pollution problem 
on land.

There have been numerous recent com-
plaints about tourists trashing cabin areas while 
making uninvited visits. But Birger Amundsen, 
an author and former Svalbardposten editor 
whose experience in Svalbard dates back more 
than 40 years, posted a notice and several pho-
tos this week on a community Facebook page 
this week denouncing what appears to be the 
wreckage of residents.

"The concern I have is I've noticed that a 
new type of people have established themselves 
in the cabin area," wrote Amundsen, who has 
had a cabin in Todalen area since 1993. "A 
species that litters and messes up the road with 
wrecked snowmobiles, pallets, cabin waste, 
building materials and all kinds of junk. It has 
picked up in recent years. On my round yester-
day I counted 10 to 15 wrecked snowmobiles, 
among other things."

Amundsen said he plans to present a report 
about the situation to Store Norske, which owns 

the land, and The Governor of Svalbard.
"This memo will be sent within the next 

two weeks," he wrote. "By that time have each 
and every one of you ample opportunity to re-
move your own junk. After that time I  will 
leave it up to Store Norske and the governor to 
decide what should be done."

While most respondents denounced the de-
bris, Nora Grøndal noted "it may have emerged 
out of the snow that has melted," which meant 
people wanting to clear their wreckage couldn't 
during the spring, "and many are out of town 
for the holidays." Others noted some of the cab-
in owners may have moved away and suggest-
ed a group cleanup effort.

Respondents also noted there are similar 
problems in many other areas in and near 
Longyearbyen.

A few days before Amundsen's post, for 
example, another picture was posted by Reidar 
Sorensen showing a large pile of trash next to a 
waste disposal container in the area near the 
harbor.

"Who's responsible for this?" he wrote. 
"Not very pretty to look at for all the guests 
who will travel here on a cruise."

Not everyone was ready to pin the blame 
on locals in this instance.

"It looks sad out there, but most of it is 
probably just from these cruise boats," respond-
ed Anders Magne Lindseth.

Building materials, wrecked snowmobiles and other debris lies scattered near cabins in Todalen, 
left. At right, a large pile of trash is dumped next to a dumpster near Longyearbyen Harbor. 

BIRGER AMUNDSEN REIDAR SORENSEN



Flowers are lain at a memorial sculpture for Johannes Buø, 14, left, one of the youngest victims of the July 22, 2011, terrorist attacks. At right, Viljar 
Hanssen, shot five times during the mass shooting at the Utøya island youth camp, takes a selfie during a recent concert in Copenhagen.
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There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

Turning down the thermostat 
among the simplest, most useful 
tips at conservation conference

Worth 1,078 wordsWorth 1,078 words

See Nora's portfolio at www.nora.heime.net

Expressive and enigmatic photos of 
Svalbard by Nora Grøndal.

120 X 80 cm on aluminum or acrylic, with 
anti-contact wall fixtures - 3,200 kroner

Small floating table/shelf images - 350 kroner

Arts&Crafts Center at Galleri Svalbard.
Open 11-17 daily      95 10 49 45 

'We must open our eyes'
VILJAR HANSSEN

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

It was the attack the country could never 
forget, yet it seems people have – or at least the 
lessons they should have learned.

The fifth anniversary of the mass killing 
spree by Anders Behring Breivik comes in the 
midst of a wave of terrorist attacks, mass 
shootings and other national upheavals that has 
some Norwegians wondering when they'll 
become part of the turmoil. That upsets Viljar 

Hanssen, who was a 17-year-old Longyearbyen 
student when he was nearly killed after being 
shot five times by Breivik at the Utøya youth 
camp where 69 people died.

"Norway has not learned anything and I'm 
disappointed," Hanssen told Verdens Gang. 
"We still talk about terror as if the first attack 
on Norwegian soil has not come yet. We talk 
about Utøya as an accident. A natural disaster 
of some kind. We must open our eyes. The first 
attack has happened. And it was done by a boy 
from the West."

Five students from Longyearbyen  
including Hanssen's younger brother Terje – 
were on the island when the attack occurred on 
July 22, 2011. One of the them was Johannes 

Buø, 14, one of the youngest people killed. 
Eight additional people were killed by a 
bombing in Oslo.

In a post on his Facebook page, Hanssen 
wrote "I will for the next few years to pursue 
my dream of becoming a lawyer" after 
complet ing his univers i ty s tudies in 
psychology, economics and management. He 
lost his right eye and three fingers when he was 
shot, but told the newspaper he will continue to 
overcome the limitations that has imposed on 
some of this favorite activities.

"It's unfair that I can not drive a 
snowmobile or play football," he said. "I will 
never accept it."

But ever since the attack Hanssen has tried 
to look ahead, not dwell on the attack or the 
person responsible for it, except when he does 
the usual social media posts and round of 
interviews every July 22.

"I have fewer fingers and less eye," he 
said. "Beyond that, the incident has not 
changed me at all. I have the same friends, 
those who are still living, the same commitment 
and the same lovely family. Every day I 
manage to not opt out of something because of 
what has happened, then the day is a victory. 
And I win almost every day."

A memorial for Buø was held outside 
Svalbard Church, where a sculpture dedicated 
to him stands (similar sculptures are in the 
towns where other Utøya victims lived before 
the attack). Flowers were laid at the base of the 
memorial and those gathered paused for one 
minute of silence.

 "We must work to prevent becoming a 
breeding ground for extremism," said Svalbard 
Lt. Gov. Berit Sagfossen, according to 
Svalbardposten. "We can all do a little for those 
around us feel a sense of belonging and 
inclusion."

Also read: Was shot on Utøya - now he 
comes with terror warning

- I do not let 22 July steer me

Although life in his hometown is not the 
same, Viljar unchanged. Except for some small 
details.

Svalbard Church flowers at the memorial in 
honor of Johannes Buo, who died on Utøya, 
only 14 years old. There was also held a 
minute's silence.

Lt. Gov. Berit Sagfossen
- It is important that we protect the values 

we have built our democratic society on," ??? 
said. "We must work to prevent becoming a 
breeding ground for extremism. We can all do a 
little for those around us feel a sense of 
belonging and inclusion."

Thank you for all the greetings, warm 
words and affection on a heavy day it's been a 
day with a lot of good bye and warm hugs. With 
strong impression, dignified ceremony, strong 
and brave speeches with hope and with honest 
and naked message. Cheek Stiff of salty tears. 
Good to be together and amazingly good to 
know that we had so many good friends as 
enforcing us. Dear John we miss you a lot !  
but you're always with us, and today we have 
again received bekrefta that you and your 
friends from utøya will never be forgotten 

Five years after Utøya killings, 
local survivor disappointed some 
treating it as 'a natural disaster'

Landslide warning 
issued to hikers

A 

Longyearbyen Community recalls that 
everyone is responsible for their own safety out 
and about.

These days there is a part landslides around, 
so pay attention.

We ask you to pay special attention to the 
area north of sarcophagus (where the path 
toward sarcophagus - Lars Breen runs), here 
have big soil slid out in recent weeks. When 
masses slipping out it means that the 
permafrost thaws further down, which may 
cause new landslides. 

MARIANNE AASEN



Spray and neuter
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'We want to adopt you': Two hours of hell 
and angels evacuating my home. 
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A building near Vei 222 is defaced with graffiti referring to a German football club, one of several structures tagged between the street and Nybyen.
BENJAMIN VIDMAR / POLAR PERMACULTURE SOLUTIONS

Suspected tagger jailed before being allowed to leave Svalbard – will he return to to face charges? 
By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

Congratulations moron(s). You're getting 
the attention you want.

Several structures, including cultural land-
marks such as the entrance to Mine 2B, were 
defaced by graffiti early this week, provoking 
an outraged group of Longyearbyen residents to 
conduct a detective search for the culprit(s) via 
social media. Police arrested a German man 
born in 1986 Monday afternoon, who denied 
responsibility for the vandalism.

"Our view is that we got the right person," 
Berit Sagfossen, a police chief lieutenant for 
The Governor of Svalbard, told Svalbard-
posten. "There was found, among other Ger-
man spray cans in the man's luggage."

The tagging on the buildings referred to 
Dynamo Dresden, a level-two football club 
playing in Germany.

The suspect refused to admit guilt, which 
would have resulted in an immediate criminal 
fine of 6,000 kroner and a 15,000 kroner fine as 
compensation to restore the buildings. He was 
kept in a holding cell at the governor's office 
until his flight back to Germany departed Mon-
day night.

Police Chief Lt. Sidsel Mellerud Svarstad 
published a statement Monday on a local Face-
book page noting officials are seeking informa-
tion on other possible suspects. None were re-
ported to officials as of presstime.

While visitors have trashed cabins and cul-

tural heritage structures for many years – more 
so recently, according to some locals – graffiti, 
especially on such a large scale, hasn't been a 
problem previously. But in one of multiple long 
social media forums about the incident, some 
suggested Longyearbyen residents may have to 
accept more such vandalism may occur.

"It's easy to paint over/remove if everyone 
thinks (Longyearbyen) should be exempt from 
this subculture," wrote Odd Strandbakken. 
"Some elements of the surrounding world are 
bound to leak into LYB once in a while."

The emotional reactions ran the predictable 

An old structure near Galleri Svalbard in Nybyen is among those defaced by one or more taggers.
BENJAMIN VIDMAR / POLAR PERMACULTURE SOLUTIONS

See TAGGING, page 6
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Reopening mines 

How to "pay" 
where 
Icepeople is 
available.

How to "pay" 
electronically at 

icepeople.net 

How to punish polarizing painter?
TAGGING, from page 5

A small structure along one of Longyearbyen's hot-water pipes near Huset is defaced with a simplistic version of the graffiti seen on many structures.
BENJAMIN VIDMAR / POLAR PERMACULTURE SOLUTIONS

gauntlet of online chats.
"This is NOT acceptable!!!" wrote Fridrik 

Pall Fridriksson.
 "I hope they have to clean it with tooth-

brushes," suggested Kai Müller.
Tor Kristian Berge had a more Svalbard-

specific punishment in mind: "Feed them to the 
polar bears."

Of course, some saw the surreality of the 
situation.

"Well...is not funny but...it's some how 
funny," wrote Filip Zahariev.

Strandbakken's comment about Longyear-
byen not being able to escape the mischief of 
lower latitudes touched off a debate within the 
debate.

"I suppose the car and snowmobile situa-
tion has been tolerated for quite some time al-
ready so it's not as noticed as this sudden new 
defacing of property in an otherwise non-ghetto 
community like LYB," wrote Gangleri Goudey.

Could the energy of such individuals, if 
here for more than a weekend tourist jaunt, be 
used in a positive creative manner?

"Someone expressing themselves…are 
there any arts incubators or community centers 
there?" inquired Kevin Kaoz Moore. "They 
may just need an outlet. Or, maybe if you guys 
talk to the taggers, you can commission them to 
do a piece of your liking, thus making it some-
thing both can be proud of. Plus it's been shown 
to be a deterrent for gang tags and more wreck-
less graffiti."

Morten Viking Sundby, a longtime resident 
and frequent commenter, noted "if he likes to 
paint so much let him paint the old power sta-

tion and let him also pay for the paint."
Eventually the chat turned to finding the 

culprit.
"It's not allowed to bring spray paint on the 

plane up," wrote Petter Broen. "The governor 
may well want to take a trip to the people who 
sell the stuff here."

Several comments quickly linked the domi-
nant "artwork" to the German soccer club, with 
Per-Ole Gjøvik also noting "SGDK" stands for 
"Spanish Gangster Disciples Killer."

"It shouldn't be to tricky to break down 

who it is with some standard police work," 
wrote Vide Brandt. "He is apparently German, 
and I think we can say with 100 percent cer-
tainty that it's a man who did it. I say a man be-
cause it's only one person who have done this, 
otherwise there would be several different types 
of 'tags,' but here it's all the same. Also I would 
guess that he is staying in Nybyen, given the lo-
cations. They are also quite likely to have spray 
paint on their clothing/shoes, and still have the 
cans in their possession."

Svarstad, in her post noting the police are 
seeking additional suspects, noted officials are 
also seeking witnesses who observed the tag-
ging. While such witnesses will boost the pros-
ecutor's case if the matter goes to trial, there are 
questions about whether the suspect will return 
from his presumptive home in Germany when 
the time comes.

According to Svalbardposten, the man faces 
up to one year in prison and a fine for the van-
dalism, and may face additional charges for de-
facing cultural heritage structures in violation 
of the Svalbard Environmental Protection Act.

"It's a bit more challenging to get hold of 
people who do not live in this country, but we 
must make sure to let him know when he will 
appear in court," Sagfossen told the newspaper, 
adding the governor will consider an inquiry by 
proper authorities if he does not appear. 

All of the buildings belong to Longyear-
byen's municipal government. The estimated 
repair cost is just to pain over the graffiti, with-
out considering any damage to the aging cultur-
al structures.

Kai Müller 2500 Euro fine that's it ? I just got it out from the Ger-
man News that they got a fine about 2500 Euro ? I hope they are banned 
for all times. Feeling sad that I have to carry the same passport.

Gangleri Goudey Really, in Longyearbyen ? Well since its daylight 
all the time i hope someone catches that person

Philipp Bergau if you search for those idiots, it\ll be mostly likely 
german soccer fans. or at least fans from this german soccer club

Per-Ole Gjøvik "SGDK," which stands for "Spanish Gangster Dis-
ciples Killer"

Kai Müller Ok, so then we can get the circle closer because they are 
stupid enough. The text says "criminal life Dynamo" so they are most 
likely German and from the area around Dresden (Dynamo is a soccer 
club from Dresden Germany). I hope they have to clean it with tooth-
brushes.

Arnt Vegar Jensen Police asking for witness another place here on 
fb. He was spotted live doing it, and I think they have him in arrest. But 
most likely need witness to prove what he vandalised

Sidsel Mellerud Svarstad

All buildings that were vandalized should belong Longyearbyen lo-
cal council, and the claim was based on an estimate that the Governor 
received in connection with the review that was delivered Monday.

Einar Olsen in Longyearbyen local council, says that 15,000 
crowns were estimated in connection with the review will only cover 
the cost of painting over the buildings where possible.

- There are three of the buildings that are not taken into account. 
There are wooden house which has only been stained, and the two old 
houses that once were connected to mine 2. They are probably defined 
as worthy of protection, and we can not do something about them just 
like that.

Bjørn Pedersen
Well, a couple hundred thousand in fine and permanent expulsion 

should be a nice and preventive punishment? Plus, of course, this fool 
gonna get wash away the dirt

.

Governor has arrested a person and look for another one that should 
have been a participant in a tagger. Governor wants information if any-
one has seen people who have tagged and other places that are tagged. 
Get in touch on vakttlf 79024300.

Graffiti on cultural heritage structures such as the 
entrance at Mine 2B may be difficult to remove 
due to fragile state of the buildings.

HARALD JOHANSEN

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.
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By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

If you live in Svalbard, be afraid. Be very, 
very afraid.

Not because of any real-life dangers here, 
but because of the extremely hazardous view 
the world apparently will be getting about life 
here starting a month from now. The 10-part 
BBC “docu-soap” is scheduled to debut Aug. 
28 and it appears it may live down to the worst 
fears of everyone who felt them during the 
eight months of filming.

An article published Monday by The Me-
dia Online is chilling – and I definitely don’t 
mean in how it explains the “reality show” is 
set in “an inhospitable series of islands situated 
halfway between Norway and the North Pole.” 
The headline (“Reality bites”) is high ironic 
comedy, given how BBC Worldwide Executive 
Producer Kirsty Hanson (the person making the 
quotes-inside-the-quotes remarks) is either 
obliviously or intentionally deciding reality 
isn’t good enough for the show.

The following are excerpts from the article, 
with my observations in italics.

• “Ice Town: Life on the Edge premieres 
on BBC Earth, Channel 184, on Sunday 28 Au-
gust.” Hmmm…they’ve changed the title. Was it 
because I declared they stole the name of my 
fishwrapper when it was titled “Ice People” or 
for some other reason? I was ambivalent about 
the former title, but while it’s nice to know the 
show won’t dominate Google to the point my 
newspaper never appears in searches I think 
the new title is just dull. "Ice Town" could easi-
ly be about Minneapolis or Vladivostok – or 
just someplace where the people are very frigid 

and tense.
• “The joke in the community is that it is 

the only place in the world where you can go 
into a bank wearing a balaclava and carrying a 
gun and still get service with a smile.” I’ve lived 
here eight years and never heard that joke in 
town or seen it referred to in the endless media 
coverage that tends to repeat the same clichés 
and legends about this place.

• “BBC Earth was looking for ideas in that 
sort of area, extreme living, off the grid.” Ex-
cept, of course, for the part where we have 
some of the best internet service in the world 

and some of the most sophisticated science/
satellite facilities providing weather and other 
data to most of the world. Not to mention being 
a leader in extreme weather infrastructure. 
Also, thousands of elderly cruise ship passen-
gers wandered our streets and classy-to-cheap 
gift shops on many days throughout the summer 
and somehow live to tell about it.

• “At any point in time, 46 nationalities are 
represented in Svalbard.” Um, no, it’s not like 
we have a quota system where replacements ar-
rive as foreigners depart.

Despite what a new "reality TV" series about Svalbard may claim, that bottle of whisky being served during a tourist cruise isn't cheaper than a liter of milk.
MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE

BBC: 'Reality bites'
Rant: It appears that 10-part 'docu-soap' about Svalbard will live down to everyone's worst fears

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

See SURREALITY, page 8

A producer responds
(The following contains excerpts from an e-mail from one of the show's producers. The person's 
identity is being withheld since it was sent as a personal message, not an "official" response)
• "We did change the name for several reasons," including the fact I wasn’t thrilled with it. As 
I’ve stated before, they said there was no malice involved…indeed, they felt it might help me 
build my “brand,” so to speak.
• As for the insistence on portraying me as an L.A. crime reporter now living off the grid 
where there’s no crime: It’s “one of the things that people find most fascinating about you. In 
much the same way as you write your headlines to draw people into the story we need to give 
press a headline on each of you to get them interested.”
• As for my biggest complaint about the two filming “disruptions” (the avalanche and the 
polar bear near town): “We are of course not comparing one story to the other and they 
appear in completely different episodes.”
• The article I mentioned was the reporter’s writing and not, as I suspected, essentially a press 
release with a few quotes. “We have no control over their headlines or how the article is 
written but I would very quickly be able to allay any fears you have about the type of 
programme you think we are making.”
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SURREALITY, from page 1

icepeople
is now the first newspaper in Europe to be accepted as a 
full member of the Association of Alternative Newsmedia. 
That means a whole new global audience will be looking to 
Svalbard – and what it might have to offer those who visit. 
Tell them what you have with our extremely affordable print 
and website advertising, designed either by you or by us. 
Contact marksabbatini@yahoo.com or 4151 4638 for details.

is an invaluable experience at the lowest 
prices in Longyearbyen! Both our guests and 
staff are serious lovers of the Arctic from a 
wide range of backgrounds and nationalities 
who come together as a community in what 
used to be the "millionaires' mansion" for the 
most experienced miners. Get expedition tips 
from people well-familiar with the terrain 
during our free communal breakfast, step 
outside and put your skis on in the shadow of 
a glacier, and share your adventures at the 
end of the day in our comfortable lounges 
and self-catering kitchen. Then sleep 
comfortably in our single, double and four-
bed rooms before the next day's adventure.

+47 79 02 57 16 • +47 900 303 21
www.gjestehuset102.no

• The cast consists of quirky characters in-
cluding…US journalist Mark Sabbatini, who 
used to work for the LA Times as a crime corre-
spondent but has now moved to a place with no 
crime…” This is my biggest personal annoy-
ance since my short stint in LA was the only 
time I’ve lived in a large city and I hated every 
minute of it. But despite repeating this over and 
over (and cussing them out when they asked me 
to say “I was an L.A. crime reporter” on cam-
era), they’re sticking doggedly to the precon-
ceived script they had long before arriving. 
Saying it's because "that's one of the things that 
people find most fascinating about you" just 
confirms the mentality that reality isn't good 
enough for them unless severely distorted.. 

• “…Wiggo, the local taxi driver…” Way 
to make Longyearbyen sound like a tiny hamlet 
with just one driver.

• “The cast was chosen to represent a di-
verse group of people, with different jobs and 
personalities to try and give something to every 
viewer. ‘It just felt like TV gold to me. If you 
had them in a line-up of usual suspects, you 
would just think… WHAT?'” See the typecast-

ing above. It appears they’re committed to re-
ducing us all to caricatures in a polar circus.

• “At the one shop in the town, a bottle of 
milk can be more expensive than whisky.” Pure 
bullshit. The cheapest liter of whisky costs 
nearly three times more than the most expen-
sive liter of milk. And, again, this isn’t some 
tiny farming village from the 1920s – milk 
comes in cartons, not bottles which would re-
sult in massive amounts of extra trash that costs 
a fortune to ship to the mainland.

• “Two incidents in particular disrupted the 
schedule. During the break, the worst storm in 
30 years hit the region, causing an avalanche 
that flattened lots of the houses and killed two 
people. A person from the crew was sent back 
to cover the aftermath of the disaster, but the 
deaths rocked the community. The other inci-
dent involved a polar bear which wandered too 
close to the town. An expert marksman tran-
quilized it, before it was loaded into a heli-
copter and relocated away from the settlement 
before it regained consciousness.” THIS IS BY 
FAR THE ARTICLE’S MOST OUTRAGEOUS 
STATEMENT. If this show equates a brief bit of 
afternoon entertainment with one of the most 

tragic incidents in the town’s history it will in-
sult every resident here and insult the intelli-
gence of everyone who watches the show. Even 
if the doesn't put the two on equal footing, any 
attempt to depict the bear's visit as a disruption 
to the project is pure fiction – another reason 
this is a major concern. If they're willing to 
simply make this up, what else will be fabricat-
ed?

• “‘These things are part of the everyday 
existence and we just wanted to cover things in 
a very authentic way, because that’s what view-
ers are looking for. They want real, true, live, 
authentic series … If something is really heavi-
ly formatted for TV, I think we are moving 
away from that,’ Hanson explains.” The nerve 
of this statement is beyond belief.

The only ray of hope is the show isn’t the 
show until it airs. There’s still time to remove 
the rubbish. Unfortunately, as I’ve noted 
before, the people producing the show aren’t 
the ones who filmed it and got to know Sval-
bard and the people here as they really are. So 
the hope  the producers will opt for the truth in-
stead of preconceived scripts seems like a fan-
tasy.

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE
A polar bear that wandered near Longyearbyen and took a nap on the far side of the bay was a Friday afternoon diversion, not an extreme event.
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And while discards like plastic Shell oil 
bottles might easily belong to the fishing 
trawlers many raise a stink about, bagging 
things like sneakers, party balloons, extremely 
faded artwork (although one item survived its 
voyage well enough that it was brought back to 
civilization) suggests the ugliness is not due to 
seamen alone.

"I found a crazy amount of shoes and 
deodorant sticks and things that are like 'what 
are these things doing in the ocean?'" said 
Maria Becherini, a cleanup cruise volunteer 
who moved to Longyearbyen from Argentina.

She and about a dozen others participating 
in the second of two five-day cleanup cruises 
hosted annually by The Governor of Svalbard 
heard about the pollution problem in detail 
before heading out. But that didn't prepare them 
for the sheer volume and variety of what there 
is to pick up.

"What was surprising was how much small 
plastic there was," said Jesper Larsson, the trip's 
designated polar bear guard. "But we found a 

lot of big stuff. Nets, balls from nets, lots of 
beach stuff…it kills birds and everything."

The group spent their first morning of the 
cleanup slowly working their way down about 
a kilometer of the coastline, struggling to get 
much of the debris out from under rocks and 
heavy pieces of driftwood. Larsson stood at the 
top of the ridge near the graves with a rifle, 
constantly scanning the valley and hills beyond 
for polar bears. Another person remained in the 
small boat that brought the group to shore, 
emptying canvas bags full of trash brought by 
the others into much thicker bags a couple 
meters in diameter, sorting the items by type – 
nets, balls, plastics and such.

When they paused for lunch shortly before 
noon the cleanup work was mostly done, but 
the beach was hardly clean. Thousands and 
thousands of small bits of plastic, netting, – and 
untold numbers of even smaller bits that might 
escape notice at a casual glance – remain 
behind for birds other wildlife to consume.

"I think it's very important for those 
animals," said Solvår Reiten, an environmental 

advisor to the governor and the primary 
organizer of the cleanup cruises. "The reindeer 
could be stuck in those fishnets and also the 
birds could pick up the plastic. So I think its 
important for each individual animal that we 
pick things up to help them survive."

But any desire to try to make the area as 
pristine as possible have to give way to 
practical concerns about removing the largest 
volume of trash in the time the group is in the 
area. There are two more large-scale cleanups 
planned on different shores during the day.

Besides, the same amount of trash will be 
on the shore six years from now – if that.

"I don't think you even need to wait six 
years," Becherini said. "But I think if someone 
goes during the next couple of weeks they'll 
find something that is least kind of pristine in a 
way."

What's it feel like knowing the "kind of 
pristine" state won't last long?

"I feel hopeless in a way, but I was feeling 
that before I came," she said. "I don't think 

CLEANUP, from page 1

See CLEANUP, page 10

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE

Participants in the 
governor's annual cleanup 
cruise combine the 
fishnets in their small trash 
bags into one large bag 
before it is loaded on a 
boat which will bring it to 
the governor's service 
vessel. Several dozen 
large bags containing 
about 90 cubic meters of 
trash were collected by 
two dozen people during 
two five-day coastal 
cruises in northern 
Svalbard this month. 
About two-thirds of the 
trash was collected during 
the second cruise, since a 
polar bear family disrupted 
two days of cleanup during 
the first cruise. As a result, 
the total was well below 
the record 155 cubic 
meters of trash collected. 
in 2013.

'I feel hopeless in a way'

Volunteers in the governor's cleanup cruise, left, attach a large garbage bag to a crane so it can be hoisted aboard the governor's service vessel. At 
right, participants clean a breach on Svalbard's northernmost island at 80 degrees latitude north, where household items like Pot Noodle cups are found.

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE
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CLEANUP, from page 9

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

Pickup scene gains popularity
Participants in one of the governor's cleanup cruises make an after-work evening visit to the Kinnvika research station, left, on Nordaustlandet. At right, 
Kjell Reidar Hovelsrud, right, tells Svalbard Gov. Kjerstin Askholt and others about a polar bear encounter near the trapping station he built from 
driftwood 30 years ago on northern Spitsbergen on the third night of the cleanup cruise. The group also stopped briefly in Ny-Ålesund on the final night.

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE

Tourists on a private cruise in northern Spitsbergen remove a fishnet that fatally snagged a reindeer, left, and other shoreline debris as part of their trip. 
Such cruises are gaining in popularity, with one major cruise line offering trips at a reduced price where half of the shore time is devoted to cleanups.

ANDREAS UMBEIT / SPITSBERGEN-INFO.COM

This story is essentially the "novelization" of 
Icepeople's first-ever documentary (also titled 

"Pushing Against The Ocean"). A preview is 
available at icepeople.net and on YouTube at 

https://youtu.be/6NrqIT23ehU. The full-length 
film will be available soon for streaming or 

downloading free of charge.

…now see the moviethere's a short-term solution to this and I know 
that we coming here are just a bunch of people 
doing just a little bit of something. Sometimes I 
feel we're just making a statement…but still, 
we are doing something."

More than 12 million tons of garbage are 
dumped into oceans annually, according to the 
governor's office. Perhaps a few thousand tons 
were collected during this year's cruises, but 
participants could see new objects large and 
small – and usually out of reach – drifting 
toward shores during boat trips between 
destinations.

"It's a shame that there's so much garbage 
all around the place, but it's also educating 
people and…it's very important to have these 
cleanup cruises and focus on the problem," 
Reiten said.

Twenty-one of the 24 cleanup volunteers  
were selected from more than 200 people who 
entered a lottery drawing in which only 
residents of Svalbard are eligible. One 
volunteer was selected from from a media 
organization (disclosure: the author was 
selected in the lottery) and two bought their 
spots by submitting the highest bigs during an 
annual charity auction in which some winning 
bids over the years have neared 20,000 kroner.

"I didn't know that they were paying so 
much to be a part of it," said Svalbard Gov. 
Kjerstin Askholt, who was appointed to the 
position about a year ago. "Perhaps I'm a little 
bit surprised that it's that popular."

The surprise should indeed be "a little bit" 
since Askholt may have been the hardest-
working government executive on the planet 
during the second cruise as a full-fledged 
cleanup participant who spared (and was 
spared) no effort despite her lofty title – and the 
fact her underlings were largely doing less 
physical work like driving the small boats.

"I had heard about these trips for many 
years and I've wanted to know how it worked," 
said Askholt, one of four officials from her 
office participating in the trip.

But while the work was often backbreaking 

and exhausting – naps immediately after dinner 
most evenings seemed to be the norm – 
participants still found plenty of time to enjoy 
their time on rare turf both during and after 
work shifts. Post-nap visits were made to a 
historical research station one evening, and a 
cabin built 30 years ago and now occupied by 
legendary trapper Kjell Reidar Hovelsrud on 
another. The final cleanup day featured a 
lunchtime bonfire and fish/hot dog cookout, 
plus a surprise evening stop in Ny-Ålesund 
during the return voyage to Longyearbyen.

"It's an interesting thing to do, just to see 
the island, see the beach, see the north, and see 
what people, the fishing industry and other 
industries leave behind," Larsson said.
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See SCREWUP, page 12

SCREWUP, from page 1
During the next half hour I offer any spy-

ing smartphones classic YouTube comedy with 
a few tumbling clown falls on the rocks and 
bog that comprise this particular beach. Which 
are a lot less funny in person as at one point I 
find my brain and/or eye a few centimeters 
from being gouged out by a pointed rock just 
below a piece of driftwood that broke my fall. I 
manage to pee by taking actions definitely not 
approved by Those In Charge and thank good-
ness, given the events still to come.

Blame it on being the lightest person in the 
group wearing one of the largest and heaviest 
survival suits. A right leg with maybe half the 
strength and flexibility of the left due to a badly 
healed broken hip. The fact my wilderness ex-
ploring days have long since passed and I'm a 
past-middle-age geezer who sits in a cafe drink-
ing coffee and uttering profanity at my comput-
er most of the day. The fact I possess, as my 
ex-wife puts it, "absolutely no common sense."

But it all adds up to one undeniable and 
impartial journalistic conclusion: having cov-
ered a seemingly infinite number of political, 
criminal, societal and other incompetencies in 
my 30 years in the profession, I was by a huge 
margin the most incompetent person in any nar-
rative I've ever written during my five days on 
one of the annual cleanup cruises hosted by The 
Governor of Svalbard.

From nearly leaving my hiking boots be-
hind after arriving at the airport for our depar-
ture flight to forgetting said footwear during 
our final shore excursion (resulting my wad-
dling around a certain well-known settlement 
like a very out-of-place penguin), my presence 
during the cruise was a non-stop hijinks that 
were sometimes amusing and probably mostly 
annoying to others actually picking up trash 
throughout the trip.

Yet while harsh and humbling, I wouldn't 
trade the experience and lessons learned for 
anything short of a trip to the North Pole. The 
following is essentially my "diary" (a.k.a. a 
non-stop list of things not to do on these 

cruises) updated every morning and evening 
with no idea what was to come.

Monday
Ugh...the worst thing about being on the 

second of two annual cruises may be the 6 a.m. 
alarm that just went off. The first "shift" got a 
nice overnight ride on the governor's service 
vessel to their first cleanup site, while I'll be 
going to the first site after a few hours's sleep 
and a helicopter ride to wherever the ship is now.

Made it to the airport in time, endured the 
usual safety video in a daze and achieved some-
thing near alertness for the first time when one 
of the leaders points to our first stop: the little-
visited island of Nordaustlandet. Which means 
the article I barely published in time in the last 
fishwrapper is wrong  since it states the cleanup 
is taking place along northern Spitsbergen (the 
usual destination). And it may be the only time 
an error hasn't wrecked my day (or several) 
since this cruise might be the only way I and 
others could legally set foot on the relatively 
tiny island due to various environmentally 
minded travel limits.

Despite the excitement, I don't overlook a 
lifelong journalism edict to never bypass a 
bathroom before any venture you might keep 
you away from one for a while (the first time a 
15-minute drive-by of a crime scene turns into 
a 15-hour standoff instills a certain paranoia). 
That street training, however, doesn't recognize 

societies where taking shoes off indoors is the 
norm. Which means I nearly board the chopper 
in my socks before rushing back to the entry-
way in a panic. I'm the last person to be where 
I'm supposed to (the first of oh-so-many times), 
stuff my scant luggage under my seat hurridly 
in violation of the signs saying I can't (but crew 
and passengers alike ignore that and various 
other mandates such as "turn off all electronics" 
as they snap smartphone pictures throughout 
the flight).

Tourist flightseeing in Svalbard is illegal 
and typical cruise passengers probably ought to 
be grateful for that because they'd be paying 
huge amounts of money to see a lot of 
monotonous mountains. At least during the first 
20 minutes, when only someone with a master's 
in geology might be able to appreciate distin-
guishing features during the dreary summer.

But get just past the northernmost point 
many of those tourists see – the abandoned 
Russian mining town of Pyramiden – and the 
picture changes drastically, so to speak. Those 
tourists typically visit the Nordenskiöld glacier 
during dayboat trips, but there's no way the sur-
face view can convey just how massive the ice-
field and adjacent ones truly are. Their mid-
summer melting into valleys and the sea takes 
many forms, whether its leaving a behind lush 
greenery or massive mudflats leaking into the 
waters.

And there's a huge thrill when the heli-
copter passes beyond the northern coast of 
Spitsbergen and makes the final 15 minute ap-
proach to the ship, which awaits in a rocky bay 
with little ice and a set of aging huts on a near-
by shore.

We land and hastily bail out of the chopper 
shortly after after 9 a.m., the designated starting 
time for our daily work shifts. Obviously, it's 
not going to be a "full" work day since, at the 
least, our group of a dozen or so people needs to 
find their cabins and the luggage we checked in 
a week before departure since that's where most 
of the clothing we'll need for work is.

CHRIS BORSTAD

Funny until you lose an eye
"Is that a penguin hat he's wearing?" Yup – and I moved like and felt as out of place as one during much of my misadventures on the High Arctic shores.

Editor's note
Does this maniacal rant feel more like the 
opening of a book chapter than a newspaper 
feature? Well, that's because…it is. I've been 
working for nearly two years on a tome of 
Svalbard's past, present and future as seen 
through my insane lens of the world titled 
"Mucking Cold" which, with luck, will appear 
roughly around the time that BBC docu-soap 
in which I'm a leading "character" concludes 
this fall. Mercifully, most of it is far less "all 
about me" than this deplorable diatribe.
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There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

SCREWUP, from page 11
The disclaimer form everyone had to sign 

noted most people would be assigned room-
mates in their cabins, but looking at the list I 
see I'm alone, which is hardly surprising since 
I'm no doubt the answer to "who would you 
least like to sleep with?" 

I'm absurdly pleased with the cabin itself, 
which resembles a typical modern tourist ship 
room with a flat-screen TV, iThingy dock,  
desk and a private bathroom (I figured there'd 
be room only for two stacked bunks and com-
mon bathrooms down the hall). I'm also direct-
ly across the hall from the ship's gym, which is 
small but has all the essentials (I make a mental 
bet nobody participating in the trash pickup 
will use it during our trip).

What is not pleasant is my luggage is not in 
the cabin, or a holding area where other duffel 
bags are stacked. A few minutes of searching 
by the crew turns up my stray bag. I try not to 
speculate about why/if they felt it needed "extra 
security screening."

We're told to be in the lounge on one of the 
upper decks at 9:45 a.m. Sitting in the very 

cozy seats with a very impressive view we get 
an overview of the pollution problem on Sval-
bard's shores and what we'll be doing about it 
during the next four days. Pick up the big stuff 
and the items that might ensnare or otherwise 
harm wildlife. Don't pick up the tiny stuff or 
even slightly large stuff that's so brittle it 
breaks up when you try. Definitely don't wan-
der out of view or or out of range of the polar 
bear guard (surely not even the most clueless 
cruiser would violate that one during the week).

Next comes tours of the ship – which seem 
to emphasize emergency exits over everything 
else – with half of the group taking part in each. 
As part of the first group, I spend the second on 
the lounge floor trying to stretch my office-stiff 
legs, giving our island's highest authority (more 
about her participation shortly) a chance to re-
mark one of my socks has a massive hole that 
exposes all of my heal. And with that I'm off to 
a less-than-audacious start when it comes to my 
reputation as a gearhead.

The meeting stuff ends at about 11 a.m., af-
ter which it's time for the only hot lunch we'll 
get during this trip. But it's way too soon after 

breakfast for me to have much appetite, so I by-
pass the pork pieces and cheesy pasta for the 
typical Norwegian sandwich stuff, figuring I'll 
resort to my struggling student/tacky tourist 
days when I covertly packed lunches from the 
breakfast buffet. Except, I quickly learn when 
one of the ship's two cooks hands me a snack-
sized plastic bag upon seeing my bumbling ef-
forts to stash sandwiches in a shopping bag, 
such things are expected aboard here.

Afterward, with plenty of people besides 
me toting bags of sandwiches and thermoses of 
hot water laded in from a large pot in the 
kitchen, we're told to gear up on be on the main 
deck at 12:30 p.m.

I dress in five thin layers for what appears 
to be a blustery afternoon, put a more suitable 
pair of socks over my holey ones and opt for 
rubber boots rather than The Shoes Nearly Left 
Behind, given that we'll probably be jumping 
off the boats into water.

And with that it's down to the deck – and 
That Suit. That Suit. Oh, That Suit.

CHRIS BORSTAD
I coped with the mostly bumpy small boats rides using two strategies: pouting silently, and huddling into a small ball to avoid the elements and mockery.

Kick-ass cruise kicks my ass
CHRIS BORSTAD

I finally manage to show some balls during the third day of the cleanup cruise, even if they're nowhere near as big as the guy who took this picture.



"Always first at surrendering to the elements "

Last WWII German surrenders 
in a manner befitting Svalbard

 The last German solider to surrender to 
Allied forces at end of World War II did so 
rather awkwardly in Svalbard – after a night of 
coffee and schnapps with a captain who was 
his captor, according to the solider's son, who 
shared the tale for the first time. Lt. Wilhelm 
Dege – winner of Germany highest medal, the 
Iron Cross – was stationed with 10 other men 
at a weather station they built in, transmitting 
reports for a year until the team learned of the 
German surrender from their wireless transmit-
ter in May 1945. They were ordered to destroy 
all their scientific and communications equip-
ment, and the marooned soldiers were left with 
only a rowboat until the tiny Norwegian sealer 
boat called Blasel arrived Sept. 3, 1945, to take 
the men of Haudegen back to Norway. Dege's 
son, Eckbart, 74, said his father asked the cap-
tain: "Shall we start our official business right 
here on the beach or may I invite you to our 
station for a coffee and a schnapps?" The Nor-
wegian captain answered: "Real coffee and a 
good German schnapps? Yes, of course." So 
the Haudegen people treated the Norwegians to 
all the good food, drinks, cigarettes they still 
had in their provisions. But in the early morn-

ing hours of Sept. 4, 1945 the Norwegian cap-
tain became a bit nervous. "My father asked: 
'What is the matter?' The captain answered: 
'The Navy authorities in Norway have ordered 
me to first ask you to surrender.' My father then 
replied: 'Why don't you ask me?' to which the 
captain said, 'I don't know how such things are 
done.' 'My father answered "I don't know 
either" and took his pistol from his holster, put 
it on the table, pushed it over to the Norwegian 
captain and said 'With this I surrender.' The 
Norwegian captain was very astonished. All he 
could say, was 'May I keep the pistol?' Then 
my father formulated a document of surrender 
in Norwegian, which both men signed."

– Daily Mail

Parents of avalanche victim 
object to no criminal charges

The parents of a two-year-old girl killed in 
a massive avalanche last Dec. 19 in Longyear-
byen are protesting a decision by officials not 
to pursue criminal charges for negligence that 
may have contributed to the tragedy. "We as 
tenants have never been informed that the ac-
commodation we were allocated and were 
placed in was located in an avalanche area," 
wrote Kim Rune Røkenes and Pia Sivertsen in 

an e-mail. They also noted the Norwegian 
Geotechnical Institute issued multiple reports 
over the years warning about the danger of 
avalanches where the snowslide occurred, with 
the possibility of a major incident every 30 
years, but local officials took virtually no 
action.While regulations require the city to take 
preventative measure to prevent harm to resi-
dents, prosecutors said the regulations are not 
criminal and therefore an individual cannot be 
charged for breaking it. Two people were killed 
and 11 homes destroyed in the avalanche.

– NRK

Russia takes a step closer to 
establishing new Barneo base 

Russia's announcement it plans to move its 
Barneo ice camp supporting North Pole expedi-
tions and science/military activities may be a 
step closer to reality as construction of au-
tonomous military town on Frantz Josef Land is 
scheduled to be completed next year. The move 
came after the camp's worst season ever due to 
continuous flight delays and cancellations, in 
part because Norway cracked down on a re-
quirement for advance passenger manifests. 
The crackdown was seen by many observers as 
retaliation for Russia landing military personnel 
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Lt. Wilhelm Dege emerges from a shelter at a weather station in Svalbard he and 10 other soldiers occupied during the last year of World War II.
COURTESY OF ECKBART DEGE



at Svalbard Airport, in possible violation of the 
Svalbard Treaty, and other politically provoca-
tive actions. Skeptics of the move to Franz 
Josef Land have argued the archipelago lacks 
the necessary infrastructure to support the kinds 
of expeditions that visit the camp at 89 degrees 
latitude north. The announcement about the 
military town is part of a massive planned 
buildup of Russia's military across the land and 
sea in the Arctic.

- Maritime Executive

Your chance to ride in a Rolls 
built for true off-roading trips

For those who've always wanted to ride in 
a Rolls-Royce, the opportunity will arrive soon 
aboard new polar exploration Hurtigruten ves-
sels that will be built under a contract sighed 
with Norwegian ship building company Kleven 
on ship design and ship equipment to two new 

polar cruise vessels. The contract for two ves-
sels, with an option for two more, follows a 
deal inked by Hurtigruten and Kleven in April, 
with both contracts totaling 280 million kroner. 
The new ships mark the largest investment ever 
made by Hurtigruten, the company which has 
operated along the Norwegian coast since 1893. 
The ships are to be ready for service in 2017 
and 2018. Hurtigruten launched its latest vessel, 
the Spitsbergen, earlier this month, which is 
among the company’s smallest. 

– The Independent Barents Observer

Cruise ship tourists are again paying 
a high price to become garbage collectors 
in Svalbard as passengers aboard the M/V 
Ortelius cleaned up about 16 cubic meters 
of waste from 4.25 nautical miles of 
shoreline during a voyage this month. 
The total is 3.3 cubic meters than collect-
ed during a similar cruise last year, when  
Oceanwide Expeditions initiated the con-
cept of a cruise where half of the shore 
time is spend cleaning up beaches. The 
cleaning efforts were concentrated in the 
historically important areas around Dan-
skøya and Amsterdamøya in  Northwest 
Spitsbergen National Park which are sig-
nificant sites associated with the late 19th 
century race to the North Pole and 17th 
century whaling ventures, respectively. 
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Need the straight scoop on all things Svalbard?

www.visitsvalbard.com • +47 79 02 55 50 • info@visitsvalbard.com

SATURDAY

Need the straight scoop on all things Svalbard?

Rules, safety tips, history, fun 
facts, maps, online movies and 

details about major events

A comprehensive calendar of 
tours and activities that's 

updated daily

A subscriber newsletter with all 
media coverage of Svalbard 

during the past week 

Our website offers "one-stop" booking for all lodging, tours and other activities, plus:

Visit us at our website or in person at the end of the 
walking street in the city center going towards Nybyen.

Our website offers "one-stop" booking for all lodging, tours and other activities, plus:

Visit us at our website or in person at the end of the 
walking street in the city center going towards Nybyen.

DAILY, from page 13

THURSDAY

New Hurtigruten ships designed by Rolls-Royce will include features designed to make them suitable for extended voyages in the Arctic and Antarctic.
ROLLS-ROYCE.COM
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icepeople
is seeking an editorial intern

Contact Mark Sabbatini at 4151 4638 or 
marksabbatini@yahoo.com if interested.

The world's coolest alternative newspaper has 
managed to go from dead to undead during the 
past few weeks, as our editor and lone reporter 
has officially been certified as a zombie. And with 
this fishwrapper expanding from four pages at the 
beginning of last year to 12 pages – and maybe 
more – this year, it's haunting to think what he 
might turn into if he continues to do it all himself.

Requirements (hard to believe, but we really are 
hardcore "old-school" journalism disciples):
• Basic news writing and photography skills.
• An ability to appear sober while doing interviews.
What you get:
• Nothing (at least in terms of money, but that 
could change if we start turning a profit).
• A bunch of clips and photos that will definitely 
get you noticed when you apply for jobs.
• Expert (seriously) guidance in the ways of the 
trade from our maniacal editor, who's been doing 
this for real all over the world for 30 years.

www.unis.no

Photo: Nils Pe!
er Dale

Research-based education of 
the next generation of Arctic experts

The University Centre in Svalbard
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July 20-28
Noon-1:30 p.m.: Art workshop for 
youths ages 7 to 12. Offered in 
Norwegian and English. Kunsthall 
Svalbard.
July 27
Weekly women's tour group outing. 
Details at tinyurl.com/hdbb8zl.
3 p.m.: Guided tour in Norwegian: "The 
Expedition" by Olav Christopher Jenssen. 
Kunsthall Svalbard.
July 28
3 p.m.: Guided tour in English: "The 
Expedition" by Olav Christopher Jenssen. 
Kunsthall Svalbard.
July 31
11 a.m.: Mass. Svalbard Church.
7 p.m.: Movie: "Ghostbusters," U.S. 
action/comedy, no age limited specified. 
Kulturhuset.
Aug. 2:
7 p.m.: Evening Mass and fireplace 
social. Svalbard Church.
Aug. 3
Weekly women's tour group outing. 
Details at tinyurl.com/hdbb8zl.
Aug. 3-4
Noon-1:30 p.m.: Art workshop for 
youths ages 7-12. Kunsthall Svalbard. 
Aug. 7
7 p.m.: Movie: "Jason Bourne," U.S. 
action/thriller, no age limited specified. 
Kulturhuset.
Aug. 10
Weekly women's tour group outing. 
Details at tinyurl.com/hdbb8zl.
Aug. 10-11
Noon-1:30 p.m.: Art workshop for 
youths ages 7-12. Kunsthall Svalbard. 
Aug. 14
7 p.m.: Movie: "Captain Fantastic," U.S. 
action/thriller, no age limit specified. 
Kulturhuset.

What's online
Icepeople.net provides daily updates of 
news about Svalbard and the world's 
polar regions, plus extras for articles from 
the print edition. Among the latest news:
● Records missed a fifth of global warming
● Prospecting for oil in Franz Josef Land
● Walrus database w/ 160 yrs data debuts
● Polar bear crashes Trump's convention

"!is book does not only 
cover comprehensive 
information concerning all 
"elds of possible interest, 
but is at the same time a 
photo book containing 
many color images to 
illustrate many wildlife 
and #ower species and to 
document landscapes and 
places from all over the 
archipelago."

- Reader review

THE complete guidebook
by the complete guide

Sailing Voyages • Books • Photography • DVDs • Polar News And Information 

What's up

The Red phalarope (Phalaropus fulicarius) is among the migratory bird species that may face 
serious challenges due to lack of breeding areas in the Arctic in warmer future climates.

CHANTAL WERLEMAN / UNIS

Hot and bothered
Study: Svalbard may lose much 
of its sex appeal for birds 
migrating here annually to breed
By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

How "in the mood" are you when it's 40 
degrees Celsius outside and there's no A/C?

Birds that migrate to Svalbard and other 
Arctic areas to breed aren't exposed to 
temperatures that high, of course. But 
increasing warming due to climate climate 
change could make nearly the entire region 
unsuitable for sex among the species, according 
to a new study published in Global Change 
Biology.

"Climatically suitable breeding conditions 
could shift and contract over the next 70 years, 

with up to 83 per cent of Arctic bird species 
losing most of their currently suitable area," 
said Hannah Wauchope, a University f 
Queenland and lead author of the study, in a 
press release. "This far exceeds the effects of 
the last major warming event on Earth, but 
genetic evidence suggests that even then the 
birds struggled to deal with the warming."

The project – co-authored by Øystein 
Varpe, an associate professor at The University 
Centre in Svalbard, plus other researchers – 
modeled climatically suitable breeding 
conditions of 24 Arctic specialist shorebirds 
and projected them to 2070 and to the mid-
Holocene climatic optimum, the world's last 
major warming event  about 6,000 years ago, 
according to an abstract of the study.
There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.


